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INTRODUCTION

The Statement of the Problem

This research proposes to identify and evaluate the effects
and benefits of free agency on professional sports teams.

The Subproblems

1. The first subproblem.

The first subproblem is to deter-

mine whether free agency has had a positive or a negative
effect on professional sports teams.

2. The second subproblem. The second subproblem is to analyze and interpret the data in order to evaluate the material.

The Hypothesis

The first and main hypothesis is that free agency has had a
positive effect on professional sports teams.

The second hypothesis is that free agency has benefited the
players and the owners of the teams.

The third hypothesis is that the teams that acquire free
agents are more successful than the teams that do not.

Assumptions

The first assumption is that free agents are needed to be
competitive.
The second assumption is that owners will spend money on
high priced players to be competitive.
The third assumption is that the owners of professional
sports franchises understand that in order to win, you need
the best players available.

The Importance of the Study

This study will justify the reasons why players deserve free
agency and why it should be available to all professional athletes.

It will further show how the related data on this subject

supports these hypotheses.

It will also clarify the importance

of free agency.

Operational Definition

Free Agency - the ability to change teams

A substantial portion of my professional life has been
spent helping people understand the power and benefits of this integrated management system and become
examiners for many performance excellence awards.
These people come from all types of organizations and
from all levels within those organizations. Participants
include CEOs, corporate quality directors, state organization chiefs, small business owners, heads of hospitals, teachers, professors, medical doctors, and school
superintendents, to name a few.
This book was originally developed for them. It
was used as a teaching text to guide their decisions
and deliberations as they provided feedback to organizations that documented their continuous improvement efforts using Baldrige Award-type management
systems. Many examiners who used this text asked
me to publish it in a stand-alone format. They wanted
to use it to help their own organizations, customers,
and suppliers guide and assess their continuous
improvement efforts.
These two groups of readers-examiners
of
quality systems and leaders of high-performing organizations-can gain a competitive edge by understanding not only the parts of a high-performance
management system, but how these parts connect and

align. My goal for this book is that readers will
understand fully what each area of the quality system
means for organizations and find the synergy within
the seven major parts of the system: leadership,
strategic planning, customer and market focus, infork
mation and analysis, human resource focus, process
management, and business results.
Organization leaders have reported that this book
has been valuable as a step-by-step approach to help
identify and put in place continuous improvement systems. As this progresses, improvement efforts in one
area will lead to improvements in other areas. This
process is similar to experiences we have all encountered as we cany out home improvement: improve
one area, and many other areas needing improvement
become apparent. This book will help identify areas
that need immediate improvement as well as areas
that are less urgent but, nevertheless, vitally linked to
organizational and operational excellence.
I am continually loohng for feedback about
this book and suggestions about how it can be
improved. Please contact me by phone at Quantum
; e-mail me
Performance Group, Inc.
; or visit our
at
Web site at www.QuantumPerformance.com.

Foreword
Leadership Challenges by John Lawrence
A lot of time and energy is put into the question,
"What drives success in business'?' The answer is both
deceptively simple and hauntingly complex. It's as
much a function of the people and the value the business brings to the marketplace as it is the approaches
chosen to deliver it. Success in business is a risky,
complex, and challenging human endeavor. It takes
more than being able to articulate the lessons learned
by the successful-the trick is being able to help others incorporate and leverage those lessons in their own
approaches, whether it is in the private sector, education, healthcare, or government. Dr. Mark Blazey is
doing just that and it is successes in the marketplace
that makes this series a continuing best seller.
Traditionally, success in business has involved
the pursuit of functional excellence in fields such as
sales (IBM), marketing (Coca-Cola), manufacturing
(Ford), capital formation (Morgan Stanley), and the
improvement of the human condition (Pearl River
School District in New York and Chugach School
District in Alaska). Today, as important as functional supremacy is, it is not enough. It is how all the
elements of a business come together and provide
value in the marketplace-to customers-that is the
key ingredient to success. Success involves a balancing act. It involves understanding how the system works together that is important. What is the
system used to run the most successful businesses?
Can all the executives in the business articulate what
that system is-can each one draw a picture of that
system on a single sheet of paper and explain it to 10
year old children? I once had the CEO of one of the
largest transportation companies in North America
ask his 35 direct reports to draw a picture of the system they used to run the business on one sheet of
paper. He waited five minutes and collected the
papers. As he thumbed through the papers I was
taken back by the way he just looked at the pieces of
paper and kept shaking his head back and forth in
disbelief. No two pieces of paper portrayed the same
picture. Think of the message that sends. Here are

the 35 senior people in a multibillion dollar business
and they do not have a uniform view of how the business is run. These executives do not know whether or
how they will be able to keep the promises they
make to their customers, employees, stockholders,
and the communities in which they work and live.
Think of what a powerful message would be sent if
they all focused on the same themes, pursued the
same vision and objectives, and had confidence that
the things they asked the people to do were indeed
the right things for the business to succeed.
Organizations are formed to accomplish a set of
objectives to serve people. It's that simple. Whether
the organization is for-profit or not-for-profit, small
or large, public or private, manufacturing, service,
government, healthcare, or education-the main
thing that changes from one successfl organization to
another is the way they keep score. Whether the primary indicator of success is profits, children educated, patients cured, miles of roads paved, or
number of overnight packages delivered on time, to
be successful they must understand and meet the
requirements of the many different customers they
have organized to serve.
Like it or not, to be successful organizations must
identify and serve customers-although they may
choose to call them many other names such as clients,
students, patients, families, constituents, communities, voters, rate-payers, passengers, or shoppers, to
name a few. The nomenclature changes depending
upon the language of the business, but at the end of
the day it's those "customers" who are making decisions about whether or not they are going to do business with us. If we can keep the customers we've got
and attract new ones, it is a sign that the organization
is going to thrive. Clearly, without customers organizations cannot survive.
Strange as it may seem, there are organizations
that have not put "delighting customers" at the top
of their priority list (or anywhere on the list).
Delighted customers are five times more likely to

1 Leadership-1 20 Points
The Leadership Category examines how your organization's senior leaders
address values, directions, and performance expectations, as well as a focus
on customers and other stakeholders, empowerment, innovation, and learning.
Also examined is how your organization addresses its responsibilities to the
public and supports its key communities.

The leadership system must promote organizational
core values, set high-performance expectations, and
promote an organizationwide focus on customers,
employee empowerment, learning, and innovation.
The Leadership Category looks at how senior leaders
guide the organization in setting directions and seeking future opportunities. Senior leaders must communicate clear values and high-performance
expectations that address the needs of all stakeholders. The category also looks at the how the organization meets its responsibilities to the public and how
it practices good citizenship.
The category contains two Items:

Organizational Leadership
Communicating and reinforcing clear values,
performance expectations, and a focus on
creating value for customers and other stakeholders.

Reinforcing an environment for empowerment
and innovation and employee and organizational learning.
Reviewing organizational performance and capabilities, competitiveness, and progress relative to
goals, and setting priorities for improvement.
Evaluating and improving the effectiveness of
senior leadership and management throughout
the organization, including employee input in
the process.

Public Responsibility and Citizenship
For regulatory and other legal requirements in
areas such as safety, environmental protection,
and waste management; anticipating public concerns and addressing risks to the public; and
ensuring ethical business practices.
For strengthening and supporting key communities.
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Approach/Deployment Scoring
Describe how senior leaders guide your organization, including how they review organizational

Within your response, include answers to the following questions:

a. Senior Leadership Direction
(1) How do senior leaders set and deploy organizational values, short- and longer-term directions,
and performance expectations, including a focus on creating and balancing value for
customers and other stakeholders? Include how senior leaders communicate values,
directions, and expectations through your leadership system and to all employees.
(2) How do senior leaders create an environment for empowerment, innovation, organizational

agility, and organizational and employee learning?

b. Organizational Performance Review
(1) How do senior leaders review organizational performance and capabilities to assess
organizational success, competitive performance, progress relative to short- and longer-term
goals, and the ability to address changing organizational needs? Include the key performance
measures regularly reviewed by your senior leaders. Also, include your key recent
performance review findings.
(2) How are organizational performance review findings translated into priorities for improvement
and opportunities for innovation? How are they deployed throughout your organization and, as
appropriate, to your supplierslpartners to ensure organizational alignment?
(3) How do senior leaders use organizational performance review findings to improve both their
own leadership effectiveness and your leadership system?

N1. Organizational directions [1 .la (I)] relate to strategic objectives and action plans described in
ltems 2.1 and 2.2.
N2. Senior leaders' organizational performance reviews (1.I
b) should be informed by organizational
performance analyses described in 4.1b and strategic objectives and action plans described in
ltems 2.1 and 2.2.
N3. Leadership effectiveness improvement [1.l
b (3)] should be supported by formal and/or informal
employee feedback/surveys.
N4. Your organizational performance results should be reported in ltems 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4.

Introduction
The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
2002 Criteria for Performance Excellence and scoring guidelines are powerful assessment instruments
that help leaders identify organizational strengths
and key opportunities for improvement. The primary task of leaders is then to use the information to
achieve higher levels of performance.
Building an effective management system
capable of driving performance improvement is an
ongoing challenge because of the intricate web of
complex relationships among management, labor,
customers, stakeholders, partners, and suppliers.
..
The best organizations have a management system
that improves its work processes continually. They
measure every key facet of business activity and
closely monitor organizational performance.
Leaders of these organizations set high expectations, value employees and their input, communicate clear directions, and align the work of
everyone to achieve organizational goals and optimize performance.
Unfortunately, because of the complexity of
modern management systems, the criteria used to
examine them are also complex and difficult to
understand. hzsights ro Perfomunce Excellence 2002
helps performance excellence examiners and organization improvement practitioners clearly understand the 2002 Baldrige Performance Excellence
Criteria and the linkages and relationships between
the items.
Six types of information are provided in this book
for each of the 18 items that comprise the criteria:
-

-

1. The actual language of each item, including
notes (presented in the shadow box). [Author's
Note: The information in these shadow boxes
presents the official Baldrige criteria and serves
as the only basis for the examination. The other
five types of information presented in this book
for each Item (elements 2 through 6 below) provide the author's interpretation of the official
Criteria requirements and should not be used as
a basis for establishing additional requirements
during an examination or performance review.]

2. A plain-English explanation of the requirements of each Item with some suggestions
about the rationale for the Item and ways to
meet key requirements.

3. A summary of the requirements of each Item
in flowchart form. The flowcharts capture the
essence of each item and isolate the requirements of each item to help organizations focus
on the key points the item is assessing. Note
that most boxes in the flowcharts contain an
item reference in brackets [ 1. This indicates
that the criteria require the action. If there is no
item reference in brackets, it means the action is
suggested but not required. Occasionally a reference to "[scoring guidelines]" is included in a
box. This means that the authority foe the
requirement comes from the scoring guidelines.
4. The key linkages between each item and the
other items. The major or primary linkages are
The secdesignated using a solid arrow (-).
ondary linkages are designated using a dashed
arrow (--+I.

5. An explanation of some potential adverse
consequences that an organization might face
if it fails to implement processes required by
each Item. (Examiners may find this analysis
useful as they prepare relevant feedback concerning opportunities for improvement.
However, these generic statements should be
ustomized-based on key factors, core values,
or specific circumstances facing the organization
being reviewed-before using them to develop
feedback comments supporting opportunities for
improvements in Categories 1 through 6.)
6. Examples of effective practices that some
organizations have developed and followed
consistent with the requirements of the Item.
These samples present some ideas about how to
meet requirements. (Remember, examiners
should not convert these sample effective practices into new requirements for organizations
they are examining.)
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words and actions. Remember, nearly every failure to achieve and sustain excellence can be
traced to a failure on a p a t of leaders and managers. Jack Welch, CEO of General Electric in his
last letter to stockholders, emphasized the impor-

tance of rewarding and nurturing the top 20 percent of employees, and getting rid of the bottom
10 percent. The same is true of managers who do
not or will not aggressively and effectively lead
the effort to enhance performance excellence.

1. 1 Organizational Leadership
How senior leaders guide the organization in setting direction and developing
and sustaining an effective leadership system throughout the organization
Consider and
balance needs
and expectations
of all key
stakeholders
such as
customers,
community, and
shareholders
[El, P.2, and
l.la(l)]

Senior Leadership Direction

Organizational Review

communicate, and deploy
organizational values, clear
direction, customer focus,
learning, and innovation
throughout the leadership
system (leaders.at all levels)

reviewed by senior leaders [from Business
Results Category 71, informed by strategic
objectives and action plans [2.1, 2.21,
analyzed by methods described in
Measurement and Analysis of
Organizational Performance (Item 4.1 b)

Senior leaders establish and
reinforce an environment for
empowerment and innovation,
and encourage learning
throughout worMorce

Review overall organizational performance
and use reviews to alignlreinforce
directions, improve performance, and
improve organizational performance

Translate findings into priorities for
improvement and innovation

Identify key findings from review,
improvement, and innovative
opportunities; these findings are then
deployed to the organization, including
suppliers and partners
[ I .Ib(2)I

Report

---,results in
Category 7

I

Feedback on leader
effectiveness from
employees

Senior leaders use these findings
to improve their leadership effectiveness and
effectiveness of management at all levels

buy from you than those who are simply satisfied.
Furthermore, delighted customers usually bring
along a friend-enabling the organization to thrive.
On the other hand, 80 percent of dissatisfied customers are likely to walk away and not even tell you
they were dissatisfied. Worse yet, it costs 10 times
as much to regain a lost customer as it does to retain
a current one. Worst of all, dissatisfied customers
are likely to tell at least 20 of their friends, while
only five will hear of the startling news associated
with "delight." With the large number of internetbased consumer buying sites in place today, the dissatisfied customer can easily tell thousands of their
bad experiences. In the 21st Century, the customer
is king. It's a customer economy.
If organizations intend to delight customers,
leaders and employees must understand their requirements and expectations. More than ever before, we
need to personalize the customer relationship and
build loyalty. Horst Schulze, the former CEO of
Ritz-Carlton, a hotel chain that forever altered the
nature of customer service, points this out very well
when he says, "Customers need a reason to be loyal,
give them a reason." While CEO, Mr. Schulze took
the time to be personally involved in a two-day orientation with all of the staff at the opening of each
new Ritz Carlton hotel. Here was the chief executive
making sure that everyone in the business understood
the objectives and keys to success. His penetrating
but simple questions to staff up and down the line
would focus on who are your customers; what is
important to these customers; how do we make these
four or five things that are important to our customers
better than anywhere else. To illustrate a typical RitzCarlton experience, if a guest has a preference for a
hard pillow, a note is entered into the customer data
base and wherever the guest goes in the Ritz chain a
hard pillow will be on the bed. In another instance,
while cleaning the room in the morning, a house
keeper found a small teddy bear on the floor among
the child's dirty clothes. Upon return the child found
the teddy bear sitting at a small table with the Ritz
Lion having tea. Now, what do you think went
through the minds of the parents and the child?!
To deliver that level of performance consistently,
the Ritz-Carlton-or any organization-must put in
place a set of processes that focus on customer

delight and are capable of delivering consistent
results. Again, let's look at the Ritz-Carlton. The person who is recognized as the best at doing a task is
the one who documents the process. For three weeks,
a new employee follows in the footsteps of an experienced, high-performing employee who volunteers
to be a teacher-mentor. At the end of the training
period, the new person is tested. Passing means the
employee begins to work independently; failing
means more training and testing. On-the-job, specific, quantifiable performance goals are set. Goals
and timing for "improvement" are then established
and progress reported quarterly. Processes are aimed
at those things that customers consider important and
employees are focused on delivering them at high
levels of achievement and they are constantly
engaged in an effort to do it better. This creates an
environment of true "continuous improvement." The
environment of customer-focused continuous
improvement keeps customers coming back, and
bragging about their delightful experience to their
friends. Horst Schulze has figured out that the friends
and acquaintances of current customers are the very
set of people they were trying to attract to the business in the first place.
When key work processes are capable of producing desired results consistently, the outcomes are predictable. That is why a "process" orientation is
important. Too many people in nonmanufacturing
disciplines like sales, education, or healthcare believe
that using process discipline to cany out work is an
outdated manufacturing idea and does not apply in
their fast-paced world. The newest winners of the
Baldrige Award demonstrate clearly that process orientation is critical for success in nonmanufacturing
areas such as fast food restaurants and public school
systems. After talking with hundreds of leaders who
are concerned with the level of performance in their
organizations, it appears that the fear of discipline
and accountability that a process orientation brings to
the workplace may be the real obstacle to change.
Unfortunately, even when organizations begin to
execute processes well, their leaders quickly find that
excellence and optimum performance continues to
elude them. Organizations can fail to satisfy customers when key work processes have been developed in a vacuum-without tying them to customer

requirements. "Internally-focused" processes have
often been driven by the desire to do things more efficiently and effectively from the company's point of
view-without regard to customer concerns. The
resulting organizational arrogance-the belief that
we know better than the customer-is almost certain
to bring about customer dissatisfaction and ultimate
customer revolt, causing customers to demand
change. To be successful, organizations must consistently understand and do well those processes that
deliver the four or five characteristics that are critical
to customer delight. The winners in the highly competitive environment in which we live are the organizations that understand these drivers of customer
delight and then design and execute work processes
aimed at delivering them better than anywhere else.
Many business leaders find it difficult to determine what customers want, fend off the competition,
and satisfy the workers, all within a budget. That is
where the development and execution of "strategy"
come into play. Strategy is about understanding the
direction in which customers are moving, the direction in which the competition is moving, the direction
in which the market is moving, and coupling the
information with the capabilities of the businessand then identifying the few things to do that are critical to the future success of the business.
Knowing how well all of the factors are working
involves having a "dashboard for the business." No
one would think of driving a car on a trip or getting
on an airplane if the instrument panel were missing.
Yet business leaders often make critical decisions
with either one-dimensional instruments (financial)
or instruments that provide insufficient information
about the state of the business (factors measured
because they are available but not necessarily important). Relying only on financial instruments is comparable to driving the car by only looking in the
rear-view mirror. The good news is the picture is
pretty clear. The bad news is that you will crash
sooner or later. Of course leaders in every organization must be aware of the organization's financial
health. However, that is not enough information to
lead the organization effectively through difficult and
challenging times. The organization's leaders must
also know what is important to customers, how well
it is delivering on those things that are important, the

reaction of its customers, the direction in which their
expectations are moving and the capability and
capacity of its work processes and delivery systems.
With this knowledge, leaders are in a much better
position to make better decisions about the actions
needed to be successful, bring value to the market
place, and respond to changing circumstances and
new opportunities.
While customer focus, strategic planning, and
data to support effective decision making are critical
components of the successful organization, these factors combined are still not sufficient to ensure success. Every organization must acquire good people,
train them, motivate them, and retain them. Today, to
be successful, organizations must attract and develop
employees who understand that the customers are the
most import aspect of the business. Employees must
have the competencies to use facts and information to
make good decisions, and to continue learning and
contribute to their own growth and development. In
a world where product and service superiority lasts
only a short period of time, it is the capabilities of the
people that will be the source of ongoing excellence.
The ability to make this system come together
and work harmoniously is the responsibility of leadership. Basically, leadership has two functions: (1) to
use strategy to set the direction very clearly; and (2)
to establish the environment in which that direction is
consistently carried out to the delight of its customers. Some leaders find it difficult to establish and
articulate a clear vision and set of values. When this
happens the people in an organization are forced to
substitute their own ideas about the "right direction."
When many do this, the organization finds itself
pulled in different directions. Leaders cannot expect
people to know what to do if they have not established and continuously reinforce the norms of
desired behavior. Leadership is vely much about setting and leading by example-role modeling what
the company stands for and living the change
expected of all.
The best organizations in every sector have
demonstrated that all parts of the system must be
effectively integrated to optimize performance. It is
not possible to achieve excellence by only doing
some of the things that are easy and ignoring the rest
of them. It is a concept that is easy to understand but

very difficult to execute. On the one hand it's simple.
On the other hand, it's very complex.
We live in a rapidly changing world where global
issues affect our lives in many ways, excellence is
expected, and the customer is king. There is enormous opportunity for those prepared to work both
hard and smart in the pursuit of excellence. The
approaches used to achieve success have proven
effective in all types of organizations: sustained
mults occur from an intense focus on mtoiners; the
consistent fulfillment of customer expectations
derives from capable work piucesses that must be
aligned with a market driven stmtegy. The performance of the business is monitored through continuous acquisition and analysis of irfonnation (the
dashboard). None of this works without people who
are motivated and skilled to consistently execute their
work processes. Finally, it is all tied together with
leaders whose job it is to set the direction, create the
environment for continuous improvement and learning, and lead by role modeling desired behaviors and
nonns-living the values they expect in others.

With his best selling series and his personal
involvement, Dr. Mark Blazey has been helping organizations of all types and in all sectors achieve success and develop enviable track records of
performance. He has helped them develop practical
approaches for continuous improvement that serve as
the cornerstone for leadership and organizational success. Mark Blazey helps make a set of complex concepts simple and has made this book a best seller.
Insights to Performance Excellence is a book for
beginners as well as experts in the field of organizational development and operational excellence. The
book delivers the lessons, provides the insights, and
sets the framework for a successful journey to performance excellence.

-John Lawrence
Retired Vice President of Quality
Xerox Business Services (1997 Baldrige Winner)
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Changes
- to this 2002 edition include:
New information to help leaders focus on priority opportunities for improvement and understand better the role they must play in refining
their management systems and processes
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implement processes required by the performance excellence criteria

Additional definitions to enhance understanding
of key words in the Criteria and Scoring guide
lines
Insiglus to Performance Excellence 22002 will
strengthen your understanding of the criteria and
provide insight on analyzing your organization,
improving performance, and applying for the award.
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